Dimensional Fund Advisors vs. Vanguard
by James Lange, CPA/JD and Nevin Harris, MBA

Do DFA funds outperform Vanguard funds? If the answer is yes, is that outperformance sufficiently
large enough to justify paying an advisor a fee for access to DFA funds? These are important questions
that could impact your overall financial future – and that is exactly why smart investors should stop
and compare DFA funds to Vanguard funds.
In this paper, we ask you to accept the premise of the prior whitepaper in this series which concludes
that passive index funds over time outperform actively managed funds in the vast majority of cases.
Building on that foundation, the next logical questions are (1) in which set of passive index funds
should I invest, and (2) in which index manager should I place my trust?
Though beyond the scope of this paper, we believe the best set of passive index funds for the do-ityourself investor is Vanguard. Vanguard offers high-quality, low-cost index investments that are wildly
popular with self-directed investors. Vanguard is also a frequent choice of financial advisors, some of
whom do not have access to DFA funds.
But, for reasons to be shown in this paper, we believe that DFA offers the finest set of passively-managed
enhanced index funds available — even better than Vanguard. Prior whitepapers touted the benefits of
DFA funds and described their philosophy. Furthermore, we believe they are the best passively managed
index funds available. To access DFA funds, however, you must go through a DFA approved advisor
who will charge a fee for his or her expertise. Does the possibility for DFA outperformance justify that
advisory fee?
Let’s leave the discussion of fees on the back burner for a moment and look at the question of performance.
How could DFA funds be a better choice than Vanguard?
Before we get lost in a flurry of charts and graphs, here, in a nutshell, is why we believe DFA is a better
choice than Vanguard.

Key Idea
Reasons for DFA’s outperformance may be attributed to:
•

Original index developers working with leading edge research for
four decades

•

The longest, purest (100%) index manager in the United States

•

Recommends a different asset allocation mix that, historically, has
had superior results

•

Greater diversification (holds more stocks in most index categories,
thus reducing risk)
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•

Exposure to international small cap value, an important class of assets
(something that Vanguard does not offer)

•

Better criteria for sales and purchases of stocks (leads to a lower turnover ratio)

According to the paper, Enhanced versus Passive Mutual Fund Indexing: Has DFA Outperformed
Vanguard by Enough to Justify its Advisor and Transaction Fees? by Edward Tower and Cheng-Ying
Yang, published in the prestigious Journal of Investing, the answer is, yes: “When comparing the
overall passive fund families, DFA has outperformed Vanguard by 8.9% during the period they studied
(1999 through 2006).” It has outperformed even in more recent years; when we compared different
recommended portfolios of Vanguard investors vs. DFA investors, the DFA investors came out on top.
Chart 1 compares a portfolio of DFA and Vanguard funds weighted from 10% stock and 90% bonds to
100% stock. On the y-axis is the return during the period January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2010. On
the x-axis is the risk measured by standard deviation. As you can clearly see, DFA significantly
outperformed Vanguard. Furthermore, in an interesting side note, all portfolios in Vanguard and DFA
significantly outperformed the S&P 500 index.
CHART 1

Vanguard Funds vs. Dimensional Funds in IFA Index Portfolios
12 Years (1/1/1999 – 12/31/2010)
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DFA portfolios are engineered to access all three known premiums in the stock market: (1) Equity
(Stock) Risk Premium, (2) Value Premium, (3) Size Premium.
DFA recommends a greater exposure to value stocks and small stocks than Vanguard. One of the reasons is because, historically, value stocks have outperformed growth stocks and small stocks have
outperformed large stocks. You might argue that small stocks by their nature are riskier than large
stocks, but one of the ways DFA reduces risk is by owning significantly more stocks with a greater
degree of diversification in their indexes.
We have covered this difference in prior papers that concluded DFA has found that a slant towards
small-cap and value stocks produces superior returns. So, you may ask, if that’s the case, why not apply
the asset allocation recommended by DFA using Vanguard funds? Bottom line: In practice, not many
Vanguard investors would want to go through that process. However, we will, go through that analysis
in order to give an apples-to-apples comparison.
The question that follows is: How does DFA measure up to Vanguard if you pick the Vanguard funds
that most closely mimic DFA’s style of passive investing? This article addresses that question by looking
at several studies that have done the analysis. These studies conclude that DFA outperforms Vanguard.
While a one-to-one comparison is not strictly possible due to the variability in the make-up of the
different funds, we do believe it drives home the point that DFA offers superior funds.

Comparing Fund Families, Apples-to-Apples
Both DFA and Vanguard are fund families. This is a way to describe a group of funds marketed under
a particular brand name. To compare these fund families, we will to look at similar holdings between
DFA and Vanguard among their categories of funds. Chart 2 shows a list of the comparable funds.
CHART 2

Recommended DFA and Vanguard Funds
Fund

Ticker

Fund

Ticker

DFA US Large Company

DFLCX

Vanguard 500 Index

VFINX

DFA US Large-Cap Value

DFLVX

Vanguard Value Index

DFA US Micro-Cap

DFSCX

Vanguard Small-Cap Index

DFA US Small-Cap Value

DFSVX

Vanguard Small-Cap Value Index

VISVX

DFA US REITs

DFREX

Vanguard REIT Index

VGSIX

DFA International Large-Cap

DFALX

Vanguard Developed Markets

VDMIX

DFA International Large-Cap Value

DFIVX

Vanguard International Value

VTRIX

DFA International Small-Cap

DFISX

Vanguard International Explorer

VINEX

DFA International Small-Cap Value

DISVX

(None)

DFA Emerging Markets Core Equity

DFCEX

©

Vanguard Emerging Markets

VIVAX
NAESX

VEIEX

2012 Paul Merriman and Richard Buck, Financial Fitness Forever, page 159.
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Certainly the purist would quibble that these funds aren’t 100% analogous (and he or she would be
right). However, this is the best comparison we, or anyone that we know who has compared the two
sets of families, has discovered.
You will notice one striking difference in comparing these two fund families: Vanguard does not have
an international small-cap value fund. As we discussed in our previous article, The DFA Philosophy,
diversification is the key to reducing risk; the more diversified you are across asset classes, the less risk
and more potential for return you will be able to capture. That Vanguard lacks an international smallcap fund, and DFA includes one is an indication that the DFA funds, at least in this one area, are more
broadly diversified.
The power of diversification was evident during the period between 2000 and 2002 when tech stocks
plummeted (the “tech wreck” bear market) and international value funds did well. Portfolios that had
exposure to this asset class were able to offset a portion of the losses from their U.S. tech holdings with
gains in their international holdings.
Paul Merriman is an acclaimed advisor and now educator who has written several books. PBS chose
Paul to host their show, Financial Fitness After 50. In his article, The Best Mutual Funds: DFA or
Vanguard?, Paul sums it up well by saying:

“I believe that Dimensional funds are the best in the world.
Their superiority is not the result of having better managers
picking better stocks. DFA’s edge comes not from stock selection but from precise asset allocation that gives investors
more of what they need and less of what they don’t need.”

The professionals at DFA have long been experts at building indexes that efficiently track even the most
obscure and hard-to-track asset classes. Their funds provide an asset allocation with both breadth and
depth, and as we have previously discussed in The DFA Philosophy, diversification among asset classes
is responsible for 93.6% of the variations of quarterly returns in a portfolio.

Market Cap Size, Smaller is Better
We mentioned above that we wanted to compare two portfolios of like funds. The best way to do this
is to compare funds with same basic goals and strategies. For example, a U.S. large-cap fund should
be made up of large-cap companies. However, just because two funds share the same basic ”name”
doesn’t mean that they will be made up of the same type of companies. Chart 3 (see page 5) shows the
strength of DFA’s ability to build better indexes. In this table, a smaller number is more desirable. It
indicates that the fund is invested in smaller companies, relative to that category, that have more room
for growth or are more deeply discounted.
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When you look at Chart 3, you will notice that there is not much difference between the two companies’
investment choices among U.S. large-cap funds and REITS (Real Estate Investment Trusts), whereas,
there are significant differences among the small-cap and value choices. Another striking difference is
in the emerging markets fund; the reason for the disparity here is that Vanguard’s emerging market fund
is composed of about 80% large-cap where DFA’s is only about 57%.
As discussed in our previous article, The DFA Philosophy, DFA’s research has shown that small-cap
and value investing produce better returns. While groundbreaking at the time, this is now commonly
accepted as fact. While institutional investors routinely use this to their advantage, there haven’t been
effective ways for the consumer to do the same. Chart 3 demonstrates how DFA puts that theory into
practice for the benefit of the consumer. It is also a contributing factor to DFA funds outperforming
Vanguard funds, as will be discussed below.
CHART 3

Average Market Capitalizations (In Millions)
Asset Class
US Large-Cap
US Large-Cap Value
US Small-Cap
US Small-Cap Value
US REITs
International Large-Cap
International Large-Cap Value
International Small-Cap
International Small-Cap Value
Emerging Markets

Average
©

Dimensional

Vanguard

Category Average

$ 43,644
23,200
801
717
5,533
29,366
20,341
972
924
7,774

$ 44,133
37,645
1,285
1,271
5,255
29,421
33,705
1,433
18,231

$ 31,795
33,584
1,202
1,135
5,351
23,422
24,737
2,348
2,331
14,868

$ 13,329

$ 19,153

$ 14,077

2012 Paul Merriman and Richard Buck, Financial Fitness Forever, page 162.

Value Investing and Diversification, Value Beats Growth
Chart 3 includes four types of value funds; two each in U.S. small-cap and large-cap, and international
small-cap and large-cap. But, what exactly is “value investing” and how does one go about investing
in value companies?
Value investing is an idea that comes from Ben Graham, a British-born American economist and professional investor. Graham is considered the first proponent of value investing, an investment approach
he began teaching at Columbia Business School in 1928 and subsequently refined with David Dodd
through various editions of their famous book, Security Analysis.
Graham’s followers include Warren Buffett, William J. Ruane, Irving Kahn, Walter J. Schloss,
Chris Johnston and others. Buffett, who credits Graham as grounding him with a sound intellectual
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investment framework, described him as the second most influential person in his life after his own
father. In fact, Graham had such an overwhelming influence on his students that two of them, Buffett
and Kahn, named their sons, Howard Graham Buffett and Thomas Graham Kahn, after him.
There are many different definitions of value investing but a basic idea is to buy companies that are
underpriced in some way. This type of definition, however, can lead to very subjective stock-picking
that is not consistent with a passive investing style. To remedy this subjectivity, price-to book ratios is
a tool used to value a stock. The rationale behind this is that to determine a company’s worth, you
should compare the share price with a company’s hard assets.
Now, you’re probably thinking: What about intellectual capital — you know… people’s ideas? Doesn’t
that determine value too? But that is precisely what value investing is ignoring. Ideas may create a
product or hard asset in the future but they haven’t yet. What you’re paying for when you buy a company
that is heavy on intellectual capital is the value of the company’s futures sales, or to put it another way,
you are forecasting.
Value investing is more pedantic; it looks at a company’s assets and what they are worth (this is why
the price-to-book ratio makes an excellent tool for building a passive fund that captures the upside of
value investing without having to forecast). One of the best explanations of value investing and the
common misconstruing of the term is offered by Paul Merriman in his article, The Best Mutual Funds:
DFA or Vanguard?:

“Many investors regard value companies as those that are out
of favor and perhaps ripe for turnarounds. That’s the sort of
value definition that Wall Street likes, because it emphasizes
the role of smart stock-picking and implies a need to pay for
experts who can identify which companies have the most
future potential.
Academic experts, on the other hand, demand a more objective approach. The generally accepted measure of a value
company is its price-to-book ratio, often abbreviated as
price/book. This is the current price of the stock divided by
the book value per share.”

Chart 4 (see page 7) shows the average price-to-book ratios. At first glance you might think: All I have
to do is buy securities with a low price-to-book ratio and I can gain exposure to value investing. The
problem is when you are going by the numbers, and not making individual judgments/forecasts on
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each security, you need massive diversification across that asset class to spread the risk. To achieve
an adequate level of diversification, or as Ben Graham, the father of value investing, called it, a “margin of safety,” you need to hold thousands of stocks that meet the criteria, which in this case is
price-to-book ratio.
CHART 4

Value Orientation: Average Price/Book Ratios In Mutual Funds
Asset Class

Dimensional

Vanguard

Category Average

US Large-Cap
US Large-Cap Value
US Small-Cap
US Small-Cap Value
US REITs
International Large-Cap
International Large-Cap Value
International Small-Cap
International Small-Cap Value
Emerging Markets

2.1
1.2
1.7
1.0
2.0
1.5
1.0
1.2
0.7
1.8

2.2

2.0
1.7
1.7
1.3
2.0
1.7
1.4
1.7
1.3
2.3

Average

1.4

1.7

1.7

Vanguard

Category Average

©

2.1
1.5
1.7
1.3
2.0
1.5
1.4
1.5

2012 Paul Merriman and Richard Buck, Financial Fitness Forever, page 163.

CHART 5

Number of Stocks in Fund Portfolios
Asset Class

Dimensional

US Large-Cap
US Large-Cap Value
US Small-Cap
US Small-Cap Value
US REITs
International Large-Cap
International Large-Cap Value
International Small-Cap
International Small-Cap Value
Emerging Markets

501
212
2,685
1,529
108
1,302
544
4,609
2,183
3,204

506
424
1,732
990
101
987
250
377
822

208
112
392
241
70
287
173
364
520
212

Average

1,688

688

258

©

2012 Paul Merriman and Richard Buck, Financial Fitness Forever, page 165.
This chart illustrates that holding more stocks in each asset class reduces the risk. Vanguard has more stocks than the category average,
which is good, but not nearly as many of DFA, which is better.
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Chart 5 (see page 7) continues the story. Once again, the categories of the funds might have the same
name, but when the details are examined it becomes apparent that DFA funds do a better job at building an index that is truly diversified and a better representation of the specific asset class.
DFA is considerably more diversified than Vanguard, especially in the riskier international and emerging
markets, and as we learned in the article, The DFA Philosophy, diversification decreases the risk that
does not add to return. Also, following up on the point mentioned above, when designing a passive
value strategy, diversification is key to taking advantage of the pros of value investing while mitigating
the cons. The DFA Philosophy demonstrates a bias towards value and broad diversification are two of
the primary tenets of DFA, and as we will see, one of the primary reasons why DFA outperforms
Vanguard.
CHART 6

Annual Portfolio Turnover
Asset Class

Dimensional

Vanguard

Category Average

US Large-Cap
US Large-Cap Value
US Small-Cap
US Small-Cap Value
US REITs
International Large-Cap
International Large-Cap Value
International Small-Cap
International Small-Cap Value
Emerging Markets

10%
29%
17%
21%
2%
12%
18%
13%
22%
6%

12%
31%
14%
33%
16%
14%
55%
52%
12%

77%
64%
80%
75%
128%
92%
65%
81%
65%
85%

Average

15%

27%

81%

©

2012 Paul Merriman and Richard Buck, Financial Fitness Forever, page 164.

Turnover Ratio: Low Turnover Reduces Costs
One of the attractive features of passive index funds is their low cost. One of the keys to low cost is
limiting trading activity. Chart 6 shows that both DFA and Vanguard are far more efficient at this than
the average fund, but DFA seems to be even more circumspect than Vanguard. This is consistent with
DFA’s philosophy. They don’t blindly adhere to an index where they immediately have to buy or sell
certain stocks (with prices that may be inflated or depressed) based on all index funds of that category
making the same move. For example, Vanguard’s U.S. large-cap fund tracks the S&P 500. When stocks
are added or removed from that index, Vanguard must follow suit and buy/sell to match that move. DFA
realizes that being forced to follow any index categorically can have an adverse effect on portfolio
performance, so they consider secondary costs when creating their strategy. This is yet another reason
why DFA outperforms Vanguard and is considered index investing with a twist.
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CHART 7

Mutual Fund Expense Ratios
Asset Class

Dimensional

Vanguard

Category Average

US Large-Cap
US Large-Cap Value
US Small-Cap
US Small-Cap Value
US REITs
International Large-Cap
International Large-Cap Value
International Small-Cap
International Small-Cap Value
Emerging Markets

0.10%
0.30%
0.40%
0.54%
0.36%
0.32%
0.46%
0.57%
0.71%
0.67%

0.18%
0.26%
0.28%
0.28%
0.26%
0.10%
0.45%
0.45%
0.40%

1.12%
1.27%
1.41%
1.48%
1.49%
1.39%
1.39%
1.58%
1.52%
1.74%

Average

0.44%

0.30%

1.44%

©

2012 Paul Merriman and Richard Buck, Financial Fitness Forever, page 160.

Expense Ratios
Now, let’s look at expense ratios in Chart 7 because they are key when talking about a passively managed
index strategy. Keeping with the trend, both DFA’s and Vanguard’s ratios are far better than the category
average, but Vanguard is the winner in this category. In the analysis by Edward Tower, a professor at
Duke University, and Cheng-Ying Yang, for every $10,000 invested in Vanguard funds, owners would
have saved $18 in expenses, but would have given up as much as $890 to DFA fund owners in profit.
For an additional 0.18% in expenses, DFA fund owners benefit from the work and consultation of
numerous Nobel Prize winners, and a robust relationship with top academic institutions that add a quantifiable amount of value.
Larry Swedroe, principal and director of research for The Buckingham Family of Financial Services,
in his article, DFA Vs.Vanguard: Additional Factors, has a great quote about the proper way to compare
expense ratios:

“ When considering two passively managed funds from the
same asset class, there’s more to consider than the expense
ratio. Among the many other considerations are securities
lending revenue, weighted average book-to-market, weighted
average market capitalization, number of securities held (more
is generally better), how often the fund reconstitutes its index
(more frequent is better), other portfolio construction rules
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and block trading strategies. And if the fund requires the use
of an advisor, one should not only consider the advisor’s fee,
but also the value added (if any) by the advisor.
In summary, Vanguard and DFA have much lower expenses
than the category average but Vanguard does have lower
expenses than DFA. The average, however, compares .44%
to .26% or less than one fifth of 1%.”

Performance
Chart 8 (see page 11) shows returns for the 10 years ending December 31, 2010. It illustrates DFA
outperforming Vanguard by 1.9%.
Here are some of the more easily understood facts from the more sophisticated study mentioned earlier
by Edward Tower and Cheng-Ying Yang. These statistics are for the period encompassing 1999
through 2006.

“Before style adjustment, DFA outperformed Vanguard by
8.9* percent per year. The DFA portfolio outperformed Vanguard’s style-mimicking portfolio by 2.57*percent per year.
This reflects the quality of DFA funds relative to Vanguard’s
as well as the choices that DFA advisors and their clients
make. It, like the rest of our calculations, assumes that Vanguard’s portfolios are rebalanced every month.”
* Due to the sliding scale of 1% - 0.35% fee for managing investable assets, performance figures are quoted before fees.

Their first conclusion about DFA beating Vanguard is notable because it takes all 28 DFA funds that
are not institutional tax managed or sector funds, and compares those to the Vanguard index portfolio.
This makes the reasonable assumption that the average investor does not have the sophistication and
know-how to sort through funds offered by Vanguard and build a portfolio of their funds that replicates
what an advisor would build using DFA funds. Using this criteria, DFA outperformed Vanguard by
8.9%* per year!
The second conclusion asserts that even if an individual investor would be able to mimic the DFA
philosophy with a portfolio of Vanguard funds, DFA still beats Vanguard by 2.57%*. The recurrent
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theme here is that DFA builds a better index; one that provides better and more exposure to different
asset classes, which results in higher returns.
Tower and Yang’s conclusion is this

“Focusing on all our results, DFA’s equity portfolio has substantially outperformed Vanguard’s index portfolio from the
beginning of 1999 through the end of 2006. But, much of that
is due to DFA’s emphasis on small and value stocks. Still,
even after adjusting the Vanguard portfolio to achieve comparable style, DFA outperformed.”
* Due to the sliding scale of 1% - 0.35% fee for managing investable assets, performance figures are quoted before fees.

CHART 8

Annualized Return of Mutual Funds for 10 Years
Ending December 2010
Asset Class
US Large-Cap
US Large-Cap Value
US Small-Cap
US Small-Cap Value
US REITs
International Large-Cap
International Large-Cap Value
International Small-Cap
International Small-Cap Value
Emerging Markets

Average
©

Dimensional

Vanguard

Category Average

1.4%
5.3%
8.3%
11.1%
10.5%
3.9%
7.8%
11.7%
13.5%
18.0%

1.3%
2.0%
7.2%
8.0%
10.6%
0.8%
6.0%
8.2%
15.4%

1.6%
3.1%
7.2%
9.4%
9.6%
3.1%
4.4%
8.3%
9.0%
14.9%

9.2%

7.3%

7.1%

2012 Paul Merriman and Richard Buck, Financial Fitness Forever, page 166.

Conclusion
Full disclosure requires that the co-authors of this paper (Jim Lange and Nevin Harris) publically
state that they are split in opinion regarding their conclusions on how much DFA outperforms Vanguard.
Here is Nevin’s conclusion: “In contrasting Vanguard and DFA funds, we have found that DFA is better
than Vanguard in almost every comparison including the all-important return category. DFA does have
an ever-so-slight higher expense, but it is money well spent when you consider DFA’s performance
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over Vanguard. This out-performance even holds up if you factor in the fee. The real value is compounded
when you consider that with the combination of Lange and DiNuzzo, estate planning, financial, retirement,
“running the numbers,” Roth IRA conversion, and tax planning services are all included.”
While Jim Lange can’t say Nevin is wrong, he can say that he has a different outlook. Though it is
hard to quantify, in the big picture, he thinks DFA funds are at least 1% and probably closer to 1.5%
better than Vanguard. On the other hand, many savvy investors put an enormous value on low fees, and
we are fee sensitive ourselves.
Since individual investors can’t access DFA funds without an approved DFA investment advisor, DFA
investors must pay a fee for a DFA advisor. That fee, depending on the amount invested, using the
combination of our firm and DiNuzzo Index Advisors, could be anywhere from .4% (that is four
tenths of 1%) to 1% and for most investors, closer to the 1% fee. On one hand, one could argue that
if you take the fee into account, then DFA and Vanguard are close, net of fees, with a small edge to
DFA. If that is the case, then in the arrangement that Jim has with the firm’s clients, you would be
getting superb money management from P.J. DiNuzzo and DiNuzzo Index Advisors as well as the
estate planning, financial, retirement, “running the numbers,” Roth IRA conversion and tax planning
services his firm offers for free, because the outperformance of DFA to Vanguard is worth at least 1%.
Furthermore, P.J. DiNuzzo feels that when you consider the fact that Vanguard charges 75 basis points
just to manage within their own fund family and you factor in the consistent DFA outperformance,
and the value you would receive in asset allocation, financial, retirement planning, “running the numbers,” Roth IRA conversion and tax planning, you are doing much better than just 1%.
Readers of this paper should consider the combination of (1) Dimensional Funds Advisor funds with
P.J. DiNuzzo and DiNuzzo Index Advisors as the money manager and (2) Lange Financial Group,
LLC as the strategic planner, and how DiNuzzo and Lange working together and providing regular
guidance and advice can provide financial security and peace of mind.
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Disclosure for Performance Data
Disclosure for Performance Information on the DFA Indexes and DFA Index Portfolios (updates can be found at www.ifabt.com). Please note IFA reports
results of DFA.
1. The DFA indexing investment strategy is based on the principles of Modern Portfolio Theory and the Fama and French Three Factor Model
for Equities and Two Factor Model for Fixed Income. Index portfolios are designed to provide substantial global diversification (approximately
11,600 companies in 40 countries) in order to reduce investment concentration and the resulting increased risk caused by the volatility of
individual companies, indexes, or asset classes. Client portfolios are monitored and rebalanced, taking into consideration risk exposure
consistency, transaction costs, and tax ramifications to maintain target asset allocations as shown in the IFA Index Portfolios.
2. History of Changes to the IFA Indexes: 1991-1999: IFA Index Portfolios 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90 were originally suggested by Dimensional
Fund Advisors (DFA), merely as an example of globally diversified investments using their many custom index mutual funds, back in 1991
with moderate modifications in 1996 to reflect the availability of index funds that tracked the emerging markets asset class. Portfolios
(individualized and indexed) between each of the above listed portfolios were created by IFA in 1999 by interpolating between the above
portfolios. Portfolios 5, 95 and 100 were created by Index Funds Advisors in 1999, as a lower and higher extension of the DFA 1991 risk and
return line. As of March 1, 2010, 100 Index Portfolios are available to IFA clients, with Index Portfolios between the shown allocations being
interpolations of the 20 allocations shown.
In January 2008, IFA introduced three new indexes and twenty socially responsible portfolios constructed from these three indexes and five
pre-existing IFA indexes. The new indexes introduced were: IFA US Social Core Equity, IFA Emerging Markets Social Core, and IFA International
Real Estate. All three use live DFA fund data as long as it has been available. Prior to live fund data, they use index data supplied by DFA
modified for fund management fees. Go to www.ifa.com/btp/historyofchange.html to see a summary of changes made to the IFA Indexes
and Portfolios.
3. It is important to understand that the assumption of annual rebalancing has an impact on the monthly returns reported for the IFA Index
Portfolios in the Index Calculator found at www.ifacalc.com. The reason for this difference is that with annual rebalancing, the monthly returns
are calculated by applying the asset class percentages to the year-to-date returns as of the beginning and the end of the month, unlike monthly
rebalancing which assumes that the portfolio is perfectly in balance at the beginning of the month. At www.ifabt.com in section 5, there is an
example of the monthly and year-to-date returns for October 2009 and how they would have differed if monthly IFA-025-11-02 rebalancing
had been assumed. The reason for the small difference in the monthly returns observed at that page is a mixed equity and fixed income
portfolio like IFA Index Portfolios 50 that started on January 1st would be overweight in equities and underweight in fixed income at the
beginning of October. Since equities did worse than fixed income in October, the annually rebalanced portfolio did worse than the monthly
rebalanced portfolio. However, on a year-to-date basis, the annually rebalanced portfolio did better because the monthly rebalanced portfolio
would have sold equities only to see them rise further. It is IFA’s opinion that the overall impact of the assumption of annual rebalancing on
the reported monthly and year-to-date returns is not material enough to warrant the creation of a second set of monthly figures. It is important
to bear in mind that for any given month, the difference in the expected returns between annually and monthly rebalanced portfolios is
statistically insignificantly different from zero.
The performance of the IFA Index Portfolios reflects and is net of the effect of IFA’s annual investment management fee of 0.9%, billed monthly.
Monthly fee deduction is a requirement of our software used for backtesting. Actual IFA advisory fees are deducted quarterly, in advance.
This fee is the highest fee IFA has ever charged. Depending on the size of your assets under management, your investment management fee
may be less. Backtested risk and return data is a combination of live (or actual) mutual fund results and simulated index data, and mutual
fund fees and expenses have been deducted from both the live (or actual) results and the simulated index data.
When IFA indexes are shown in IFA Index Portfolios, all returns data reflects a deduction of 0.9% annual investment advisory fee, which is
the maximum IFA fee. Unless indicated otherwise, data shown for each individual IFA Index is shown without a deduction of the IFA advisory
fee. We choose this method because the creation, choice, monitoring and rebalancing of diversified index portfolios are the services of the
independent investment advisor and at that point the fees are appropriate to deduct from the whole portfolio returns. Since we accept no
fees from investment product firms, IFA compares index funds based on net asset value returns, which are net of the mutual fund company
expense ratios only. Although index mutual funds minimize tax liabilities from short and long term capital gains, any resulting tax liability is
not deducted from performance results. Performance results also do not reflect transaction fees (as seen at www.ifafee.com) and other
expenses charged by broker-dealers, which reduce returns. IFA is not paid any brokerage commissions, sales loads, 12b1 fees, or any form
of compensation from any mutual fund company or broker dealer. The only source of compensation from client investments is obtained from
asset based advisory fees paid by the client. More information about advisory fees, expenses, no-load mutual fund fees, prospectuses for
no-load index mutual funds, brokerage and custodian fees can be found at www.ifa.com/Admin/fees.asp and on the gold navigation bar at
the bottom of every page of www.ifa.com.
4. For all data periods, annualized standard deviation is presented as an approximation by multiplying the monthly standard deviation number
by the square root of twelve. Please note that the number computed from annual data may differ materially from this estimate. We have
chosen this methodology because Morningstar uses the same method.
Go towww.ifa.com/Media/Images/PDF%20files/AssetClassTimeSeriesConstruction.pdf for details. In those charts and tables where the
standard deviation of daily returns is shown, it is estimated as the standard deviation of monthly returns divided by the square root of 22.
5. Not all of IFA clients follow our recommendations and depending on unique and changing client and market situations we may customize
the construction and implementation of the index portfolios for particular clients, including the use of tax-managed mutual funds, tax-loss
harvesting techniques and rebalancing frequency and precision. In taxable accounts, IFA uses tax-managed index funds to manage client
assets. However, the tax-managed index funds are not used in calculating the backtested performance of the index portfolios, unless specified
in the table or chart. Some clients substitute the mutual funds recommended by IFA with investment options available through their 401(k) or
other accounts, thereby creating a custom asset allocation. The performance of custom asset allocations may differ materially from (and may
be lower than) that of the index portfolios.
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6. Performance results for clients that invested in accordance with the Index Portfolios will vary from the backtested performance provided
on the site due to market conditions and other factors, including investments cash flows, mutual fund allocations, frequency and precision of
rebalancing, tax-management strategies, cash balances, lower than 0.9% advisory fees, varying custodian fees, and/or the timing of fee
deductions. As the result of these and potentially other variances, our clients have not and are not expected to have achieved the exact results
shown since November 1999, when we placed our first investment. Actual performance for client accounts may differ materially from (and
may be lower than) that of the index portfolios. Clients should consult their account statements for information about how their actual
performance compares to that of the index portfolios.
7. As with any investment strategy, there is potential for profit as well as the possibility of loss. IFA does not guarantee any minimum level of
investment performance or the success of any index portfolio or investment strategy. All investments involve risk (the amount of which may
vary significantly) and investment recommendations will not always be profitable.
8. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
9. DISCLAIMER: THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AS TO ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR RESULTS OBTAINED
FROM ANY INFORMATION PROVIDED HEREIN OR ON THE MATERIAL PROVIDED. This document does not constitute a complete description
of our investment services and is for informational purposes only. It is in no way a solicitation or an offer to sell securities or investment
advisory services except, where applicable, in states or countries where we are registered or where an exemption or exclusion from such
registration exists. Any statements regarding market or other financial information, are obtained from sources which we, and our suppliers
believe reliable, but we do not warrant or guarantee the timeliness or accuracy of this information. Neither our information provides nor we
shall be liable for any errors or inaccuracies, regardless of cause, or the lack of timeliness of, or for any delay or interruption in the transmission
thereof to the user.
All investments involve risk, including foreign currency exchange rates, political risks, different methods of accounting and financial reporting,
and foreign taxes. Your use of these materials, including www.ifa.com website is your acknowledgement that you have read and understood
the full disclaimer as stated above. IFA Index Portfolios, times series, standard deviations, and returns calculations are determined in the
Dimensional Returns 2.0 program.
© Copyright 1999-2012, IFA, Inc.
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James Lange, CPA/Attorney
Jim Lange, CPA/Attorney, and his team help IRA and retirement plan owners
and their families get the most out of what they’ve got; their proven strategies
are personalized to the needs, wants, and financial situation of each client.
Jim is the President of three interrelated companies: a CPA firm that does
tax planning and preparation; a law firm that limits its practice to estate
planning, the drafting of Wills and trusts and beneficiary designations of
IRAs and retirement plans; and a Registered Investment Advisory firm that
works alongside third party money managers, including DiNuzzo Investment
Advisors, to provide money management services. Investment clients receive
annual advice on such issues as how to spend and save to maintain their
lifestyle in retirement, Roth IRA conversion strategies, estate planning
strategies, and other strategic counseling at no additional cost.
The three companies operate under one roof, with the team members
collaborating among their areas of expertise to offer a truly comprehensive
array of integrated services. All three companies are located in the Squirrel
Hill neighborhood of Pittsburgh, where Jim has had his CPA firm since 1979
and the law practice since 1984.
As a thought leader and innovator in the financial service industry, Jim is
the creator of the Cascading Beneficiary Estate Plan and was the first to
present the true math behind Roth IRA conversions to the accounting
community. The latter led to the founding of The Roth IRA Institute which
trains other financial professionals on IRA issues. He has become a nationally
recognized IRA, 401(k) and retirement plan distribution expert who commands
$10,000/day as a speaker.

2200 Murray Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
412-521-2732
1-800-387-1129
www.rothira-advisor.com

He is the author of two editions of the best-seller, Retire Secure! Pay Taxes
Later (Wiley, 2006 and 2009). The book is distinguished with a foreword
by Larry King of CNN, and an introduction by Ed Slott, CPA. It enjoys
glowing testimonials from the industry’s best: Charles Schwab, Roger Ibbotson,
Jane Bryant Quinn and 40 other financial professionals. Charles Schwab
calls Retire Secure! “a road map for tax-efficient retirement and estate
planning.” Jim is also the author of the best-seller, The Roth Revolution:
Pay Taxes Once and Never Again (Morgan James, 2011). In addition, he
has written feature articles for Kiplinger’s, Forbes, The Tax Adviser, Financial
Planning and many other trade journals. Jim has been quoted over 30 times
in The Wall Street Journal and 26 times in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
Jim lives in Squirrel Hill with his wife of 17 years, Cindy, and their daughter,
Erica. He enjoys hiking, biking, chess, bridge and playing the mandolin for
the Pittsburgh Mandolin Orchestra.
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P.J. DiNuzzo, CPA/PFS, RFC, MBA, MSTx
President/Founder and Chief Investment Officer
P.J. DiNuzzo founded DiNuzzo Index Advisors in 1989, with a very clear
vision of the kind of firm he wanted to create. His commitment was twofold. First and foremost, the firm would offer its services on a fee-only basis,
without the inherent conflicts of interest related to commission-based selling.
Second, but equally important, it would be committed to the premise that
each client is unique and special — and that each would receive the same
level of attention and service excellence.

Practice Focus
Investment Management
Consultative Financial Planning
Retirement Planning

P.J. has always loved the numbers side of the business, and knew from an
early age that he wanted to help people plan for their financial futures. His
strong educational credentials and years of experience enable him to provide
objective advice and serve his clients as their trusted advisor.

Pre-retirement Planning
Comprehensive Financial Analysis

Education/Certification
MSTx., Robert Morris University
MBA, Katz Graduate School,
University of Pittsburgh
BS, Business Administration,
Geneva College
Registered Financial Advisor
CPA/PFS

Affiliations
National Association of Registered
Financial Consultants (IARFC)
Financial Planning Association
(FPA)
Estate Planning Council of
Pittsburgh
American and Pennsylvania
Institutes
For CPAs (AICPA and PICPA)

Recognition

His investment philosophy has been based on years of research emanating
primarily from the University of Chicago Graduate School and DFADimensional Fund Advisors and the study of the technical underpinnings of
financial models — Efficient-Market Theory, Modern Portfolio Theory,
Capital Asset Pricing Model, Cost of Capital, Five-Factor Model Theory and
Indexes/Passive Asset Classes. P.J.’s unique skill is his ability to marry his
understanding of highly complex market theories with a passionate and
sincere concern for the individuals and families he serves.
In October, 2006, P.J. was admitted as a 5-Star Advisor to the Paladin
Registry, a Web-based service that helps investors find, evaluate and select
financial advisors. While admittance to the Registry is limited to the top 10%
of U.S. financial advisors based on their competency, integrity and various
risk factors, the 5-Star rating is reserved for the top 3%.
P.J. attended Indiana University (Indiana) and received his BS in Business
Administration from Geneva College. His graduate studies culminated in an
MBA from the Katz Graduate School of Business at the University of Pittsburgh
and an MS in Tax Law from Robert Morris University. Additionally, P.J.
received his CPA (Certified Public Accountant) designation from the State
of Delaware.

Wealth Manager Magazine

6th Annual “Wealth Masters” List

A lifelong resident of Western Pennsylvania, P.J. is active in his church and
is a volunteer with Habitat for Humanity. He devotes his free time to the
youth of his community — coaching soccer, baseball and basketball — and
to his own three sons.

1501 Third Street • Beaver, PA 15009
Phone: 724-728-6564 • Fax: 724-728-2998
Web: www.dinuzzo.com
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